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Ellen Petts
Founder and Managing Director

What a year! We have continued to work in
the conditions created by the Covid-19
pandemic and whilst in the UK we seem to
be coming to terms with how to live post the
pandemic, we recognise that for many across
the globe it is far from over. Inequalities
across the world caused by political unrest
and mass migration of people have also
shown that despite the technical advances of
humankind we are still frequently unable to
look after our global neighbours. Against this
background we need to remember our
planetary home and its limitations, ensuring
that those social inequalities are not
exacerbated through climate change and
that we look after this world for future
generations.

The reality is that the nylon carpet, still widely used
for commercial sectors, remains production
energy intense. Our ability to extend it's lifecycle
add virtually zero energy emissions to the lifecycle
this material.  

Not only are the carpets we manage virtually zero
energy impact via their reuse but they are also
creating sustainable jobs and opportunities. In
addition to this, these humble second-life carpets 
 have continued to support the needs of families
to access low cost flooring and tackle the non
affordability of carpet, and in turn working towards
reducing poverty.

Finally, this year the difference we sought not just
to continue with our external work but also to look
at our own impact as a business. We are
committed to becoming net carbon within our
own operations and taking action to achieve this. 

I hope you find this update useful.

As a small circular enterprise, I often feel we
are doing too little, too late. In our sphere of 
 sales and reuse only, we are dealing with a
situation where ‘the horse has bolted’,
whereby the majority of carbon emissions
have already been used in the production,
installation and first usage stages. However,
we need to remind ourselves that our impact
is as much social as it is environmental and
for that reason our annual social impact
report aims to highlight our achievements.



The Sustainable Development Goals or Global Goals are a collection of 17 interlinked
global goals designed to be a "blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable future
for all".
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"At its essence, sustainability means ensuring
prosperity and environmental protection without
compromising the ability of future generations to

meet their needs."

UN Secretary-General Ban-Ki Moon

Our mission
To maximise the community benefit from the reuse and
sales of flooring

To understand where we can make an impact we have mapped our activities and
outputs to the UN Sustainable Development Goals for 2021/22.  This provides a picture
of where and how we make a difference.
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Our mission is to maximise the community
benefit from the sales and reuse of flooring.
We offer our customers the opportunity and
means to reduce their carbon impact when
making choices relating to their buildings,
home, and refurbishments. By diverting carpet
tiles from landfill we offer a reused product
reducing the demand for new and
demonstrating how second-hand is not second
best.

We have worked with a number of
organisations over the last year that have
benefitted from our circular flooring services.
This includes; Cardiff County Council, Beattie

Passive, Wates Workspace, HSBC Bank,
Swansea Council and Ministry of Furniture.

Our Goal
'To protect the
environment'

This year we reused and/or recycled 60,000m2 of commercial carpet
tiles, the equivalent of 3,750 average-sized rooms in a family home,
that’s a weight of 360 tonnes of otherwise 'wasted' carpet material. Zero
carpet tiles were sent to landfill of energy from waste.
This year we made over 1,000 individual sales transactions of reused
carpet tiles.

2021/22 Highlights
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Over time we have become acutely aware of the
impact of the lack of suitable flooring being
provided by social housing landlords. This can have
an impact on a person’s well-being and sense of
home.  With ever-increasing costs of living, carpets
and flooring is a luxury item which many people
are simply unable to afford.

We have developed our Affordable Flooring
Project in response to the issue of carpet poverty.
The project supports householders and social
housing landlords to access affordable flooring
and raises awareness of the issue of carpet
poverty.

Using our main asset of otherwise discarded
carpet and new carpet, we are able to use our
resources to support people in the  community
with an important basic need.
.

Our Goal
'To alleviate flooring

poverty'

This year we donated 9,500 sqm/38,000 tiles, the equivalent of 542
rooms worth of carpet tiles via our monthly Community Donation Days.
This year we provided carpet to 184 separate social housing homes via
our Affordable Flooring Project.

2021/22 Highlights
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We believe that ‘waste’ carpet has the potential
to create economic wealth and we have proved
that a circular business can be socially,
environmentally and economically sustainable.
Our social enterprise creates employment and
training opportunities in a place where people
can be part of a purpose-led business. Through
the services we provide we employ 14 people,
68% of whom are from the local community.

Our current Better Greener Project
employability programme started in July 2021
and supports RCT residents who are over 25
years of age and economically inactive, to learn
about the green economy and gain work
experience. With the aim of increasing
participants' confidence in finding work or
further training, the programme offers local
residents  a pathway to employment in
partnership with  other local partners.

Our Goal
'To provide

employment, training
and volunteering

opportunities'

This year we ran a Covid Isolation Support programme called The Valued
Volunteer Programme, supporting 16 residents over 256 hours to overcome
isolation and gain confidence in the green economy.
This year we ran our first WCVA Active Inclusion employability project. The Better
Greener Project, starting in 2021supported 20 economically inactive local
residents to gain confidence and skills in the green economy. Volunteer time
totalling 360 hours up to March 31st 2022.

2021/22 Highlights
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2021/22 Highlights

This year we supported the Natural Resource Wales report on POPs (Persistent
Organic Pollutants) in carpets.
This year we supported household carpet recyclers Innovate Recycle ltd ambitions
to set-up a carpet recycling site in Wales. https://www.innovaterecycle.co.uk/.
This year we joined Cardiff University’s Parc Institute Smart Enterprise Material
Repurposing project with the aim of converting non reusable carpet into non-virgin
feedstock.
This year we spoke at numerous events around our triangle of influence promoting
awareness, engagement, and action within circular and social models of business.
This year we started planning our move to an expanded site in Rhondda Cynon Taff.
This year we ran two employability programmes supporting local residents to gain
confidence and skills in the green economy.

https://www.innovaterecycle.co.uk/


Get in touch

www.findcarpettiles.co.uk

info@gsflooring.org.uk

01443 683123

Greenstream Flooring CIC

@CarpetsCIC

Greenstream Flooring CIC

Follow us




